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Peerage—Wealth and Titles 
 
Not all scoundrels are poor. The most breathtakingly accomplished thieves and killers in Doskvol are the 
nobility; for the most part, they have arranged the law to support their claims. 
 
Ranks 
 
Doskvol nobility are divided into knights (tier 1), lords and ladies (tier 2), barons and baronesses (tier 3), and 
dukes and duchesses (tier 4). It is rare to move up, and rarer to move down; if rank is formally reduced, it is 
generally withdrawn altogether. 
 
Each tier of nobility has those with a weak hold, firm hold, or strong hold on their assets. Weak hold have 
(tier x1) asset points, firm have (tier x2) asset points, and strong have (tier x3) asset points. 
 
Asset points are assigned to luxury status symbols, and also serve as a pool like the stress pool that can be 
exhausted to gain advantages. 
 
Asset Point Status Symbols 
 
When the character first becomes noble, appropriate assets are assigned. After that, keeping them, trading 
them out, adding to them, and losing them is fictional. Here are some examples, and each game table can 
customize symbols and costs to reflect their Doskvol. Multiple characters can be from the same noble family and share 
their asset points with each other. 
 
Each status point for a residence or transportation requires 1 servant per rating (ideally 2) to keep it up. 
 
Residence. Suite (1), town house (2), mansion (3), manor and grounds (4), estate beyond the walls (3-4). 
 
Transportation. Coach and 4 goats (1), canal yacht (1), horse (2), fine coach and 4 (2), sail yacht (3), Deadlands 
caravan team (2-4), steam yacht (4), share in a leviathan hunter (each ship is worth 6.) 
 
Heirlooms. (Do not require servants.) These can be all sorts of things, from jewelry to weapons to armor to 
more odd and esoteric items. Rating is 1-4, value is (rating x itself) Coin. (1, 4, 9, 16) Each one has a story. 
 
Network. (Do not require servants.) Each network costs 1 for poor (-1 effect), 2 for standard, and 3 for fine 
(+1 effect) quality. Possible networks include: Inner Circle, Society, Occultist, Military, Academic, Criminal, 
[Ethnic group], Business, etc. 
 
Prestige. (Do not require servants.) This includes being in a very old family, or a family famous for its service 
(military, financial, occult, etc.) or having the distinction of medals (which can also be heirlooms) or art 
collections (which can also be heirlooms.) A more ephemeral matter of reputation based on family. Known 
among nobles (1), known among the people (2), connected to many public works (3), ingrained in governance 
and legend (4). Intangible, it is safe from many threats—but once tarnished, it is difficult to restore. 
 
Asset Point Pool 
 
The advantage of being nobility is having clout to turn into Coin and favors. The disadvantage of being 
nobility is a much higher level of scrutiny, and having much more to lose than the common person. A ruined 
reputation can have very tangible effects on the lifestyle of a noble in Doskvol.  
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A noble character can turn an asset point into 1 Coin on short notice. The asset point pool is also something 
of a backstage pass, spending one or more points instead of Coin to gain access to parties, private collections, 
ongoing investigations, and meetings with important people. There are some kinds of access that a noble in 
good standing can procure that no amount of Coin from a common person can achieve. 
 
Asset points can also be spent to reduce Heat on a 1 for 1 basis. If accompanied with a Coin, each point of 
asset can reduce 2 points of Heat. 
 
Refilling the Asset Point Pool 
 
The noble must continue to be an asset to Doskvol and to other nobles to maintain the advantages of class.  
 
Social Events. Attending a social event and doing some pleasant networking, supporting other nobles in their 
efforts, and ideally bringing some novelty without upstaging the whole affair can reinforce a noble’s standing. 
These events cost 1 Coin per nobility level of the host, and require a Consort action. 1-3 refills nothing, 4-5 
refills 1 point and triggers the favor bank (explained later), 6 refills 2 points, and a critical success refills 3. 
 
Service to the Council. Sometimes members of the City Council have a need for discreet assistance. Providing 
that assistance can refill the asset point pool based on how the service goes. Handling a quiet request as a 
down time action tends to be worth 1 point for a simple roll, and 1 point per segment for a long term project. 
For something requiring a heist, value varies, but is reduced by Heat incurred. Invoking the favor bank is 1 
point per size of the favor. 
 
Service to the Family. All nobles are more or less connected to the larger incestuous weave of bloodlines. Doing 
service to more powerful family members, with whatever level of public notice is required, can refill the asset 
point pool just like service to the Council. 
 
Public Service. Underwriting public art, or services for the poor, or beautification of the city, or other public 
works tend to attract approval from various quarters. Undertake a public service project involving one or 
more long term projects, and receive asset points at the rate of 1 per 2 segments when the project finishes. 
Public service projects require 1 Coin per roll. To build a statue might have an artist search for 4 segments (get 2 
asset pool back) and a permit process for 6 segments (get 3 back), then a sculpting and transporting process 
with 6 segments (get 3 back), then the unveiling ceremony for 4 segments (get 2 back.) Usually the dice pool 
is the nobility tier of the sponsor, though it could be that of their sponsoring organization if they have one 
and it is higher. 
 
Heat 
 
Rumors are dangerous, and evidence of unbecoming behavior can unmake a noble with scandal. Every point 
above 5 automatically reduces the asset point pool by 1. 
 
Overreaching 
 
If the costs to the asset point pool mount higher than the pool’s capacity, then the noble loses hold, going 
from strong to firm, or firm to weak. If the hold is weak, the noble’s status is reviewed by certain powers 
(seldom officially recognized officials.) The GM makes a Fortune roll, where 1-3 indicates suspension, 4-5 
indicates the noble must atone or be suspended, and 6 indicates the character maintains low hold. 
 
Suspension means the character gets to keep all assets, but no longer can use the asset point pool until 
amends are made and the character is reinstated to the good graces of the noble community. If a character on 
suspension continues to misbehave, assets are revoked by the vector the powers that be choose (whether 
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family, government, rivals, etc.) and the character is stripped of title. Both getting out of suspension and 
regaining a stripped title are tasks worthy of a series of grueling long term projects. 
 
Atoning for misbehavior usually involves embarrassing and servile support for a rival, giving up a cherished 
possession, engaging in a dangerous mission with no other reward, doing something unsavory and out of 
character; whatever makes sense for the character’s background and adventures so far. 
 
Gaining Title 
 
A starting character may be a noble, giving up 1 action rating point per tier of nobility desired. The noble 
character wasn’t pushed as hard, as others could serve. All nobles start with normal hold. 
 
Characters with oblique claim to title or who had their title stripped from them may undertake a number of 
long term projects mixed with heists to please the powers that be to have title reinstated. 
 
Characters with no noble claims may undertake a number of long term projects mixed with heists to please 
the powers that be to have tier 1 knighthood granted. To get a higher title, they must marry into it, which 
could bring its own series of inspired adventures. 
 
Gaining Hold 
 
The noble must gain status symbols equal to the total of the next strongest hold, then host a social event that 
costs 1 Coin per asset pool for the next strongest hold. That cements the shift from weak to firm, or firm to 
strong. 
 
So if Arielle is a Lady (tier 2) with a weak hold she has 2 asset points in her pool, and a townhouse worth 2. If she wants a 
firm hold, she needs to get up to 4 assets. She cultivates a network with Academics worth 2 via a couple long term projects and a 
heist, so now she has 4 points of assets—that’s what she needs for firm hold. So she throws a graduation party at the university, 
paying 4 Coin, 1 per asset point for the firm hold she wants. Now she counts as a Lady (tier 2) with a firm hold and 4 asset 
point pool and 4 points of assets. To gain a strong hold, she needs 6 points of assets, adding 2 to what she has, and to throw a 
party worth 6 Coin to cement the public show of wealth and power. 
 
There are minimums to what nobles need to maintain hold and tier, but no maximums. A lowly knight can 
have much more influence and assets than an impoverished baron. Nobles still must be somewhat wary, as 
Heat can outstrip their asset pool and cause them to lose Hold as their reputation suffers. 
 
Favor Bank 
 
This can be invoked as a complication when the noble is dealing with other nobles, or to generate some sort 
of atonement when the noble misbehaves, or in lieu of the normal entanglement roll.  
 
What if the noble fails, or worse yet deliberately sabotages the favor? Add 1 Heat per size of the favor (1 for 
minor, 2 for a favor, 3 for a major favor) and adjust faction relationships if appropriate. 
 
These are also favors the character can call in of others, using an asset point pool point per favor size. 
 

Minor Favors Favors Major Favors 

1. Assisted Socializing 
2. Supportive Patronage 
3. Lending Class 
4. Borrowed Asset 
5. Provide an Alibi 

1. Borrowed Asset 
2. Provide an Alibi 
3. Matchmaking 
4. Discredit 
5. Contraband Purchasing 

1. Discredit 
2. Play the Part 
3. Prestige Gift 
4. Marry 
5. Safekeeping 
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6. Auction 6. Play the Part 6. Ward 

 
Assisted Socializing. A socially awkward noble needs an escort to an event. Do take this more or less 
socially appropriate partner and minimize awkwardness or crisis at a social event. Cost is 1 Coin per your tier. 
 
Auction. You are expected to provide a classy object for an auction (and it may or may not have a theme.) 

Come up with a donation worth your tier in Coin to fulfill the obligation. 

 

Borrowed Asset. You are expected to lend an asset worth up to 1 status point per your tier. A Fortune roll 

indicates the condition in which it is returned; you are expected to smile no matter the outcome. 

 

Contraband Purchasing. Buy something that may or may not be illegal, on behalf of someone else, and 

deliver it quietly and privately. No one else has to know about this. 

 

Lending Class. You are expected to go to an event that is 2 tiers below your status; if that’s negative status, 

it is for the unfortunates and indigent. Your presence is to lend legitimacy to the event and make the whole 

thing classier. You are expected to cover some costs for the event, too; cost is your tier x2. 

 

Marry. This is necessary to seal a deal, make peace, join families, whatever. The point is, matchmakers have 

paired you up with someone for political or financial reasons, and you have no easy out to say no. (If you are 

already married, use the Matchmaking outcome for a friend, but it is obviously a terrible match.) 

 

Matchmaking. There’s a wedding that’s been all set up, and one or both of the happy couple is being 

difficult. Use your persuasive power and help the misguided pair get with the program. 

 

Play the Part. One noble has a hustle planned, and needs someone else to play a role. Maybe it’s a real estate 

swindle, or a deal to overvalue some goats, or something; you are to play the other buyer, or the certifying 

expert. Your role is to perpetuate another noble’s deceit to swindle someone. 

 

Prestige Gift. Someone important is getting married, or coming of age, or whatever; the point is, you are 

expected to give up an asset worth 1 point per your tier, or Coin worth 3 times your tier. 

 

Provide an Alibi. You are expected to go somewhere more or less out of sight for a few days, and claim to 

take someone with you. That person will be misbehaving in the meantime; default to indulging in an affair, 

but it could be criminal activity or something else. You will be questioned by suspicious people. 

 

Safekeeping. Allies give you something dear to their family that they cannot bear to lose, that is highly illegal. 

You must safeguard it while denying its existence, until they call upon you to give it back. Default example is 

an iron flask with a family patriarch’s ghost. Other example, another ethnicity’s relics, plundered in war. 

 

Supportive Patronage. You are expected to pay for the privilege of attending an event. Purchase a ticket and 

get dressed up, better take an escort. Cost is your tier x 2 Coin. The event is expected to be dreadfully dull. 

 

Ward. You are asked to raise a child, with a good education, in your household as though the child was 

yours. The child is 1d6 years old (or an existing NPC) who has little hope without you. 

 

 


